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Ladies and Gentlemen 



 

Good afternoon. 

 

Debmarine Namibia is all about world-class marine diamond mining and we all 

know that a polished and finished diamond is a beautiful and valuable item to 

behold.  

 

The Debmarine Namibia Cup is all about diamond dreams –starting as a fairly 

rough stone and through polishing, training and encouragement, morphing into 

something beautiful and exceptional. Wesley Fesler, a well-renowned American 

football, basketball, and baseball player and coach once said: “Every diamond 

has the ability to shine when there is someone to recognise its good facets and 

inhibits its flaws.”  

 

At this juncture, allow me to congratulate the Namibia Football Association, as 

our partners, and all the teams from the Namibia Premier League, the zonal first 

divisions and the regional second divisions – a total of approximately 214 teams 

involving close to 6 000 football players across the entire country  -   for ensuring 

the success of the first year of the Debmarine Namibia Cup. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, please indulge me in applauding the following 2017 

Debmarine Namibia Cup winners: 

 Young African from Gobabis  -   N$500 000  

 Top Goal Scorer - Itamunua Keimuine (from Tura Magic)  - N$20 000) 



 Player of the Tournament Himeezembi Hengombe (from Young African) - 

N$20 000  

 Coach of the Tournament Marley Ngarizemo (from Young African) -     

N$15 000, and   

 Goalkeeper of the Tournament Mata Mbemutjiua (from Young African)  

N$15 000 

Through the sponsorship of the Debmarine Namibia Cup, we aim to improve the 

lives of young Namibians through the popular sport of football – assisting in 

having their abilities recognised and polished and possibly leading towards 

winning teams or exceptional youngsters being discovered. 

This Cup competition stretches across the whole country and provides smaller 

and bigger clubs with an opportunity to play, learn, experience and shine like a 

diamonds.  

 

From the outset we have said that our support of national football through this 

the Debmarine Namibia Cup, is aimed at turning dreams into reality – especially 

for our youngsters.   

 

We are all aware that the tough economic conditions and cost-cutting 

measurements by our Government has put a damper on numerous happenings 

– and this has also affected employment creation. Times are tough, and it is 

therefore prudent that corporate companies jump in where they can to try and 

uplift communities and the youth.  

 



At Debmarine Namibia we believe that sport sponsorship nurtures socio-

economic benefits for communities. As a corporate company we strive to ensure 

that we also act socially responsible and empowering and uplifting our youth 

through sport is one way of doing it.  

 

May the best team and individuals win in 2018 and may they shine like 

diamonds.  

 

I thank you.  

 

 

 


